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Abstract
We discuss a composite model of fermions based on three-flavoured preons. We show
that the opposite character of the Coulomb and strong interactions between these preons
lead to formation of complex structures reproducing three generations of quarks and
leptons with all their quantum numbers and masses. The model is self-consistent (it
doesn’t use input parameters). Nevertheless, the masses of the generated structures match
the experimental values.
\Couples are being joined together
But they would like to be separated ... "
V ladimir V ysotsky
1 Introduction
The standard model of particle physics does not explain the hierarchical pattern observed in
the masses of quarks and leptons. This theory just successfully parameterises the masses by
adjusting a number of its input parameters. But it gives no answer to the question why the
masses are distributed in the way they are. At a rst glance they seem to be random, except
for the fact that the masses generally increase with generation number.
Numerous attempts to solve this puzzle have been made over the last twenty years, but the
problem is still there. The observed pattern of the particle masses insistently points to structures
beyond the quark scale. A number of models for these structures have been proposed [1], [2]
focusing basically on the ideas of unication [3], technicolor [4], supersymmetric unication
[5], or strings and branes [6]. The latter model, usually called \M-Theory" or \Theory of
Everything", is believed to be the ultimate quest for the explanation of all physical and chemical
phenomena via a single entity (a vibrating string). There are some encouraging results obtained
by this theory, such as distributions, which resemble the observed families of particles. But
its attempt to explain everything is contradictive because it introduces a new concept (string),
which is absolutely inexplicable in its own framework.
There are models based on hypothetical compositeness of the fundamental particles [7],[8]. But
they are far from reality. Some authors failing to accommodate particle masses in their models
just use a method of putting experimental values of masses to the models \by hand" [9]. Finally,
there are theories declaring the randomness of the masses [10].
The randomness of masses can easily be disproved by building one case where they are shown
to be functionally dependent. For example, a model proposed by G.R.Filewood [11] and based
on the geometrical approach to the structures of particles predicts masses of the rst generation
of fermions as well as of the - and  -leptons, with very good accuracy. Thus, it demonstrates
that at least ve of nine masses have a common origin. This case shows that success in
nding fundamental building blocks of nature can be achieved beyond the road marked by
the quantum eld theory. The Filewood’s model uses pure mathematical abstractions, such as
triangles (associated with photons), cubes (quarks), tetrahedrons (leptons), and achieves almost
absolute agreement with the experimental values of masses of the charged leptons, the proton
and the neutron. But, probably due to its Pythagorean character, it fails to accommodate
masses of higher generations of particles. Here we propose one more geometrical composite
model based on preons, which we believe is closer to the reality. At least it correctly reproduces
the spectrum of masses of all three generations of fermions.
2 Simple structures
We consider a preon (u) having six degrees of freedom, u;u 2 3c, with its unit charge, qu = 1,
and unit mass, mu = 1. Preons will interact via the strong and Coulomb potentials with
their opposite patterns of attraction and repulsion. The opposite forces, corresponding to these
potentials, result in stable spatial structures composed of the preons. The charge of a composed






where n - is the number of preons in the system, and the mass, mS, will be charge dependent:
mS =
{
j∑n q(un)j; qS 6= 0∑
n jq(un)j; qS = 0:
(2)
The simplest system composed of the preons is a doublet:
gij = ui + uj; i; j = 0; 1; 2: (3)




ui or y =
∑
i
ui; i = 0; 1; 2 (4)
are also simple preon systems with their charges q(y) = 3, and masses m(y) = 3. The doublets
will be decient in one or two flavours having the following flavour charges: r+g−, r+b−, g+b−,
r−g+, r−b+, g−b+, r+r−, g+g−, b+b−, while the y-particle has a complete set of flavours.
Due to the strong and Coulomb forces, y-particles will form higher level structures coupling
with or without their relative rotation (which depends on their flavour/charge patterns). Let
us introduce the following rotational matrices:
0 =

1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1

 , 0 = −1
2







0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0

 , 1 = −1
2







0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0

 , 2 = −1
2





Then we can describe the following stable structures composed of unlike-charged triplets:
γ = iy + jy (8)
with q(γ) = 0, m(γ) = 0, i 6= j. There is no dierence between γ corresponding to three
possible combinations of i and j. For the triplets consisting of the like-charged y-particles eight




















and four others correspond to y. These structures are charged and massive with q(e) = 9
and m(e) = 9 (in the units of the preon’s charge and mass). The states e and e0 have opposite
spins.
Longer chains will be formed of a mixture of like- and unlike-charged y-particles:
 =

0 1 1 22 0 0 1














0 2 2 11 0 0 2











These ring-closed chains consisting of twelve y-particles (36 preons) are neutral and massless
according to (1) and (2). The spiral flavour patterns along their rings correspond to the
opposite spins of  and  0. Unlike eR and eL, the left and right-handed states of the -particle
are equivalent because of the even number of y-particles in the chain. More details on the
formation of these structures one can nd in [12].
3 Combining y, e, and 
The y, e, and  particles can combine together because of their local flavour patterns. The
(y + )-structure will be massive and charged, with its charge 3, corresponding to the charge
of the y-particle, and its mass of 39 preon mass units (36+3). The combination of e +  will
have charge of the e-particle (9) and mass of 45 mass units (36+9).
As y, the y cannot be free because of its strong potential increasing with distance. It will
couple further with other y-particles (via intermediate -particles of opposite spins) forming
(y + +y)-chains and so on. Single (y+ +y)-chain, the up-quark, will have charge of two
y-particles (q(u) = 6) and mass of 78 mass units (39+39). The positively charged up-quark
can couple to the negatively charged e−, forming a 123-mass units down-quark (78+45) with
its q(d) = +6− 9 = −3 charge units.
4 The second and third generations of particles
It is natural to suppose that particles of the second and third generations should be composed
of simpler structures belonging to the rst generation. For example, the muon neutrino (a






and the muon could be naturally structured as
 = (ee
−)µ: (14)
Their components should be considered as not rigidly tied but rather as clusters. In (13) and
(14) we enclose the clustered components in parenthesis. The interaction between the compo-
nents modies the mass of the system. We suppose that the force acting on the components


















(in this formula we omit other factors, such as acceleration and distances between the compo-
nents, assigning to them unit values). For example, for the muon m1=48, m2 = 39, and with















= 1872:0023 (mass units):
For the  -lepton m1 = 156, m2 = 201, and
mτ = (156; 201) = 31356:232 (mass units):
For the proton, composed of its uud-quarks and gluons gij, the mass components are m1 =
m2 = mu = 78, m3 = md = 123. And the proton’s mass is:
mp = 2(78; 78; 123) = 2










(expressed in the preon’s mass units). It gives the proton-to-electron mass ratio, which is








Table 1: Calculated and experimental rest masses of quarks and leptons
Particle and Masses of the Model Model Experimental
its structure components total mass total mass mass
(number of preons) (mass units) (mp) (mp)
First generation
e− 3y− 9 9 0.0005446 0.0005446
νe 12y 36 0 0 -
u 2 (νe y+) 78 78 0.00472 0.0047
d uνee
− 123 123 0.00744 0.0074
Second generation
µ− νee−νµ (48, 39) 1872.6778 0.1133 0.1126
νµ (νey+)νe(y−νe) 114 0 0 -
c 2 (uνeuνee−) (165, 165) 27225 1.648 1.6
s c + e− (165, 165, 9) 2750.9 0.1665 0.16
Third generation
τ− µ−νµντ (156, 201) 31356.222 1.8977 1.8939
ντ uνeu 192 0 0 -
t 2 (νuhY+) (1767, 1767) 3122289 188.96 189
b t + µ− (1767, 1767, 48, 39) 76061.49 4.60 5.2
Masses of the composite particles calculated with the use of (17), as well as the masses of the
rst generation of fermions are summarised in Table 1, where for comparison the experimental
masses [13] expressed in the units of the proton mass are also given.
Table 1 illustrates family-to-family similarities in the particle structures. For example, in each
family, the down-like quark appears as a combination of the up-like quark, with the charged
lepton belonging to the lighter family. Charged leptons appear as a combination of the neutrino
from the same family with the neutrinos and charged leptons from the lighter family. Ring
structures similar to that of the electron neutrino, may also appear as \heavy neutrinos",
h = 12(ey). They can further form \ultra-heavy" neutrinos uh = 3(ey
−hu)e−, and so on.
The experimental masses of the charged leptons are known with high accuracy. They are given
in Table 1 with sucient number of signicant digits to be considered as exact values. Compar-
ing them with the modelled masses, we can estimate the accuracy of our model, which appears
to be of about 0.5%. Much higher accuracy can be achieved applying radiative corrections
to the model masses. The neutrino masses can be also calculated by the detailed evaluation
of metric along the neutrino loop. But this is already another story, which will be discussed
elsewhere.
5 Conclusions
It seems that our model is capable to give a correct representation of masses of three families
of fermions without using input parameters.
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